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Abstract. Most security- and privacy-preserving protocols in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) heavily rely on time-consuming cryptographic operations which produce a huge volume of cryptographic data.
These data are usually employed for many kinds of decisions, which poses
the challenge of processing the received cryptographic data fast enough
to avoid unaﬀordable reaction delay. To meet that challenge, we propose a vehicular authentication protocol referred to as APPA. It guarantees trustworthiness of vehicular communications and privacy of vehicles, and enables vehicles to react to vehicular reports containing cryptographic data within a very short delay. Moreover, using our protocol, the
seemingly random cryptographic data can be securely and substantially
compressed so that the storage space of a vehicle can be greatly saved.
Finally, our protocol does not heavily rely on roadside units (RSUs) and
it can work to some extent even if the VANET infrastructure is incomplete. These features distinguish our proposal from others and make it
attractive in various secure VANET scenarios.
Keywords: Traﬃc Security, VANETs, Privacy, Protocol Design, Data
Compression.

1

Introduction

With the fast development of mobile networks and information processing technologies, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have attracted in recent years particular attention in both industry and academia. A VANET mainly consists of
vehicles and properly distributed roadside units (RSUs), both equipped with onboard sensory, processing, and wireless communication modules. The DSRC standard [1] is suggested to support wireless communication in VANETs. In addition
to messages routed to/from RSUs, vehicles can also broadcast safety messages
concerning accidents, dangerous road conditions, sudden braking, lane changing,
etc., in a one-hop or multi-hop fashion. With these mechanisms, VANETs are
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expected to enhance the driving experience by improving road safety and traﬃc
eﬃciency, as well as supporting value-added applications such as automatic toll
collection, infotainment, context-oriented personalized services and so on.
Despite the great potential beneﬁts of VANETs, many challenges arise around
this technology, especially in what regards security and privacy. VANETs aim
at a safer driving environment by allowing vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicleto-RSU (V2R) communications. However, selﬁsh vehicles can also exploit this
mechanism to send fraudulent messages for their own proﬁt. Malicious vehicles may impersonate innocent ones to launch attacks without being caught.
To address the security requirements in VANETs, digital signatures are usually
employed so that the receiving vehicles can verify that these messages have been
originated by authentic sources and have not been modiﬁed during transmission. Driving privacy is another critical concern in VANETs. Although employing signatures can mitigate the security challenge in VANETs, the presence of
signatures in vehicle-generated messages might allow attackers to identify who
generated those messages. Since vehicular messages contain speed, location, direction, time and other driving information, a lot of private information about
the driver can be inferred, which jeopardizes vehicle and driver privacy.
To address security and privacy concerns, a large body of proposals have
striven to secure VANETs (e.g., [5,15,17,18,23,25]). Most proposals heavily rely
on time-consuming cryptographic operations which produce a huge volume of
cryptographic data. These data are usually employed for many kinds of decisions.
Indeed, according to DSRC [1], a vehicle will broadcast a (signed) message to
nearby vehicles and/or RSUs every few hundreds of milliseconds. Hence, a vehicle
or an RSU may receive hundreds of messages in a short period of time, all of
those should be veriﬁed in real time. Otherwise, the delay caused by veriﬁcation
of a bulk of signatures may radically impair transmission throughput and system
scalability. This poses the challenge of processing the received cryptographic data
fast enough to avoid an unaﬀordable reaction delay, which might result in traﬃc
jams and even accidents.
Furthermore, if some signed messages are later found to be false and have
misguided other vehicles into accidents, the message generators and endorsers
should be traceable. This implies that the signed vehicle-generated messages have
to be stored by the receiving vehicles. However, vehicular messages, especially
their appended cryptographic data (being almost random), grow linearly with
time. Hence, It’s preferable if the vehicular communication protocol can securely
compress those cryptographic data.
1.1

Our Results

We propose a security- and privacy-preserving protocol referred to as APPA.
The APPA protocol is built on our new notion of one-time identity-based aggregate signature (OTIBAS). This notion incorporates the desirable properties
of identity-based cryptography, aggregate signature and one-time signature. In
an OTIBAS scheme, a user can compute a signature on a message only if the
user has obtained a secret key from a trusted authority, where the secret key is
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associated with the user’s identity. The signature can be veriﬁed by anyone who
knows the user’s identity. Since the user’s identity works as her public key, no
certiﬁcate is needed on the public key, unlike in the conventional PKI setting,
which avoids the certiﬁcate management overhead. As a one-time signature, the
signer cannot use one secret key (corresponding to one identity of the user) to
generate no more than one signature, and accordingly, the user’s identity should
change for every signature and can be viewed as a one-time pseudonym. This
feature is well matched to the anonymity requirement of vehicles in VANETs.
As an aggregate signature scheme, the signatures on n messages by n signers can
be aggregated into one signature which can be veriﬁed as if it had been generated by a single signer. This feature caters for the requirements of fast response
in VANETs and can be used to save storage space in a vehicle. By exploiting
bilinear pairings, we propose an eﬃcient OTIBAS scheme. The security of the
proposed OTIBAS scheme is formally proven under the computational co-DiﬃeHellman (co-CDH) assumption. With our provably secure OTIBAS scheme and
the multiplicative secret sharing technique introduced by Kiltz and Pietrzak [6],
we realize the APPA protocol which is eﬃcient and practical to secure vehicular
communications.
The APPA protocol exhibits a number of attractive features. The proposal
preserves privacy for honest vehicles. However, if a vehicle authenticates a bogus
message, then it will be caught for penalty. This mechanism guarantees trustworthiness of vehicular communications and it is a deterrent to malicious vehicles.
Furthermore, our protocol enables vehicles to react to vehicular messages within
a very short delay and the seemingly random cryptographic data can be securely
and substantially compressed: any number of signatures can be compressed into
a single group element of about 21 bytes without degrading security. Finally, our
protocol does not heavily rely on RSUs, a part of the VANET infrastructure,
and it can work to some extent even if the VANET infrastructure is incomplete,
i.e., still under construction or partially destroyed by, e.g., an earthquake. These
features facilitate deployment in various environments to secure VANETs.
1.2

Related Work

A large number of papers deal with the security and privacy challenges in
VANETs [5,15,17,18,23,25]. Among them, pseudonym-based authentication is
a popular research line. In [3,17,18], digital signatures for message integrity,
authentication and non-repudiation are combined with short-lived anonymous
certiﬁcates to guarantee the security requirements for the vehicular nodes. However, in this approach, each vehicle needs to pre-load a huge pool of anonymous
certiﬁcates to achieve privacy of vehicles, and the trusted authority also needs to
maintain all the anonymous certiﬁcates of all the vehicles, which incurs a heavy
burden of certiﬁcate management.
To relieve from the certiﬁcate management burden, several proposals [12,13]
exploit group signatures [4] and present conditional privacy-preserving vehicular authentication protocols. Subsequent eﬀorts have been made to improve
the trustworthiness of vehicle-generated messages [23] or to achieve robustness
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and scalability in VANETs [27]. However, due to the diﬃculty of dealing with
revoked and compromised signers in group signatures (an open question in
cryptography), these systems may degrade in performance as the number of
revoked/compromised vehicles grows with time.
Another approach to avoid certiﬁcate management is to exploit identity-based
cryptography [20]. In [25], Zhang et al. designed an eﬃcient conditional privacypreserving protocol for vehicular communications using identity-based cryptography. Their protocol requires the master secret key of the system to be stored in
an idealized tamper-proof device embedded into vehicles. This device is assumed
secure against any attempt of compromise in any circumstance and an attacker
cannot extract any data stored in the device. This assumption seems too strong
to be met in practice. For instance, without probing into the device, an attacker
might collect some side-channel information leaked by cryptographic operations
in the device. This kind of attacks are known as side-channel attacks [11,21]
and they seem attractive for organized criminals: if the tamper-proof device is
compromised, the criminals obtain full control of the system.
Compared to the intensive attention received by security and privacy issues,
few eﬀorts have been made to aggregate vehicle-generated messages and cryptographic witnesses to save response time and storage space for vehicles. Picconi et al. proposed a PKI-based authentication scheme in VANETs [16]. Their
scheme focuses on aggregating messages, rather than aggregating cryptographic
witnesses; aggregating the latter is more challenging, because they are almost
random. As noted by themselves, their solution suﬀers from some limitations. In
[28], Zhu et al. apply short signatures in the PKI setting to aggregate emergency
messages in VANETs. More recently, Wasef et al. [22] employed aggregation
technologies to enable each vehicle to simultaneously verify signatures and their
certiﬁcates in the PKI scenario. Since these schemes are implemented in the PKI
setting, certiﬁcate management remains a problem. Furthermore, although some
general privacy ideas have been discussed in these proposals, it is unclear how
they can technically achieve reasonable vehicle privacy.
1.3

Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we describe the system architecture and the goals of our design. Section 3 proposes an
identity-based aggregate one-time signature scheme as the building block. Section 4 proposes our APPA protocol. We evaluate the new protocol in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

System Architecture and Design Goals
System Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the system architecture in our proposal consists of a
trusted authority (TA), a number of RSUs and numerous vehicles.
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Fig. 1. System architecture

– TA: It generates the system parameters. When an authenticated message is
found false, TA might be asked to trace the vehicle having generated that
cheating message.
– RSUs: They are distributed along the road side as part of the infrastructure of VANETs. RSUs are equipped with on-board sensory, processing, and
wireless communication modules. In our system, they are mainly used to
collect/forward data from vehicles or distribute global broadcast from TA to
vehicles. We enforce minimum security-related operations on RSUs so that
the system can work even if the infrastructure is incomplete at the early
stage of VANETs or it is destroyed by some disaster.
– Vehicles: They are equipped with on-board sensory, processing, tamper-proof
devices and wireless communication modules. Vehicles move along the roads,
and periodically exchange messages with nearby vehicles and RSUs within
their communication range.

2.2

Design Goals

Our APPA protocol has the following design goals.
– Global security. The vehicle-generated messages should be authenticated
to guarantee that they are from real sources and have not been tampered
with during transmission. If a vehicle authenticates a bogus message, it must
be caught and it must be unable to deny authorship on the cheating message.
– Individual privacy. If a vehicle behaves honestly and follows the APPA
protocol, its privacy should be guaranteed against attackers who can eavesdrop communication in VANETs.
– Easy deployment. The protocol should allow vehicles to quickly react to
received messages. It is preferable if there is no heavy overhead incurred
by certiﬁcate management and the storage requirement of digital signatures
is minimized. The protocol should work to some extent in case that the
infrastructure is incomplete.
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The Building Block: OTIBAS
Modeling OTIBAS

An OTIBAS scheme consists of the following eﬃcient algorithms: Setup, Extract, Sign, Aggregate, and Verify. Setup takes as input a security parameter
and outputs the global system parameters including TA’s public key. Extract
takes as input TA’s master secret key and a signer’s identity, and outputs a
private key for the signer. Sign takes as input a signer’s private key and any
message, and outputs a signature on the message. The constraint here is that
a private key corresponding to a speciﬁc identity can be used to generate only
one signature. Aggregate takes as input n message-signature pairs generated in
the Sign procedure, and outputs an aggregate signature. Verify takes as input
the n messages, the aggregate signature, the n identities corresponding to the
n message-signature pairs and TA’s public key, and it outputs a bit 1 or 0 to
represent whether the original n message-signature pairs are valid or not.
An OTIBAS scheme should be correct in the sense that, if each party honestly
follows the scheme, then Verify always outputs 1. An OTIBAS scheme should be
also secure. Informally (a more formal deﬁnition can be found in Section 3.3),
an OTIBAS scheme is said to be secure if any polynomial-time attacker not requesting a private key corresponding to an identity ID∗ cannot forge a signature
corresponding to ID∗ that is aggregated so that Verify outputs 1.
3.2

An OTIBAS Scheme

Our OTIBAS scheme is implemented in bilinear groups [7,14]. Bilinear groups
have been widely employed to build versatile cryptosystems [8,24,26].
Let G1 , G2 be two cyclic groups of prime order q and GT be a multiplicative
cyclic group of the same order. Let g1 denote a generator of G1 , g2 a generator
of G2 , ψ a computable isomorphism from G2 to G1 , with ψ(g2 ) = g1 . A map ê :
G1 ×G2 → GT is called a bilinear map if ê(g1 , g2 ) = 1 and ê(g1α , g2β ) = ê(g1 , g2 )αβ
for all α, β ∈ Zq∗ . By exploiting bilinear groups, what follows implements our
OTIBAS scheme.
Setup: TA runs this algorithm to generate the system parameters as follows:
1. Choose q, G1 , G2 , GT , g1 , g2 , ψ, ê.
2. Pick κ ∈ Z∗q as its master secret key, and compute y = g2κ as its master
public key.
3. Select cryptographic hash functions H0 (·) : {0, 1}∗ →G1 andH1 (·) : {0, 1}∗ →
Z∗q .
4. Publish the system parameter Ψ = (ê, q, G1 , G2 , GT , g1 , g2 , y, H0 (·), H1 (·)).
Extract: Taking as input κ and a signer’s identity IDi , this algorithm outputs
the private key for the signer as follows:
1. Compute idi,0 = H0 (IDi , 0), idi,1 = H0 (IDi , 1).
2. Compute si,0 = idκi,0 , si,1 = idκi,1 .
3. Set si = (si,0 , si,1 ) as the private key of the signer.
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Sign: To sign a message mi , a signer with identity IDi and private key si =
(si,0 , si,1 ) computes

hi = H1 (mi , IDi ), σi = si,0 shi,1i .

The signer outputs σi as the signature on message mi . Notice that a signer needs
diﬀerent temporary identities to sign multiple messages, as implied by the name
of one-time identity based aggregate signature.
Aggregate: This publicly computable algorithm aggregates n signatures into a
single signature. For a set of n users with identities {ID1 , · · ·, IDn }, and corresponding message-signature pairs {(m1 , σ1 ), · · ·, (mn , σn )}, this algorithm
outputs
n

σi
Ω=
i=1

as the resulting aggregate signature.
Verify: To verify an aggregate signature Ω on messages {m1 , ..., mn } under identities {ID1 , ..., IDn }, the veriﬁer performs the following steps:
1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute hi = H1 (mi , IDi ) and
idi,0 = H0 (IDi , 0), idi,1 = H0 (IDi , 1).
2. Check
n

ê(Ω, g2 ) = ê( idi,0 idhi,1i , y).
i=1

Output 1 if the equation holds; else output 0.

3.3

Correctness and Security

The correctness of the OTIBAS scheme in Section 3.2 follows from a direct
veriﬁcation.
In general, the security of an OTIBAS scheme is modeled via the following EUF-OTIBAS-CMA (existential universal forgery under adaptive chosenmessage attack) game which is based on the security model of Gentry-Ramzan
[8] and takes place between a challenger C and an adversary A. The game has
the following three stages:
Initialize: C runs the Setup algorithm to obtain a master secret key and the
system parameters. C then sends the system parameters to A while keeping
secret the master secret key.
Attack : A can perform a polynomially bounded number of the following types
of queries in an adaptive manner.
– Extract queries: A can request the private key of an entity with identity IDi .
In response, C outputs the private key of the entity.
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– Sign queries: A can request an entity’s (whose identity is IDi ) signature
on a message Mi . On receiving a query on (Mi , IDi ), C generates a valid
signature σi on message Mi under identity IDi , and replies with σi .
Forgery: A outputs a set of n identities L∗ID = {ID1∗ , ..., IDn∗ }, a set of n messages
L∗M = {M1∗ , ..., Mn∗ } and an aggregate signature σ ∗ .
We say that A wins the above game, iﬀ
1. σ ∗ is a valid aggregate signature on messages {M1∗ , ..., Mn∗ } under identities
{ID1∗ , ..., IDn∗ }.
2. At least one of the identities, without loss of generality say ID1∗ ∈ L∗ID ,
was not submitted in the Extract queries, and the signature of ID1∗ can be
queried at most only once, and (M1∗ , ID1∗ ) was never queried during the Sign
queries.
We can now deﬁne the security of an OTIBAS scheme in terms of the above
game.
Deﬁnition 1. An OTIBAS scheme is secure, i.e., secure against existential
forgery under adaptive chosen-message attack, iﬀ the success probability of any
polynomially bounded adversary in the above EUF-OTIBAS-CMA game is negligible.
We next recall the co-CDH assumption on which the security of the OTIBAS
scheme in Section 3.2 is based.
Deﬁnition 2 (co-CDH Assumption). The co-CDH assumption in two cyclic
groups G1 and G2 of prime order q equipped with bilinearity states that, given
(g1a , g2b ) for randomly chosen a, b ∈ Zq∗ , it is hard for any polynomial-time algorithm to compute g1ab .
Regarding the security of our OTIBAS scheme, we have the following claim.
Theorem 1. Assume there exists an adversary such that: i) it has an advantage
in forging a signature of the OTIBAS scheme of Section 3.2 in an attack
modeled by the above EUF-OTIBAS-CMA game, within a time span τ ; ii) it can
make at most qHi times Hi (·) (i = 0, 1) queries, qE times Extract queries, qS
times Sign queries. Then there exists an adversary who can solve the co-CDH
problem with probability  ≥ e(qE +q1S +n+1) within time τ  = τ +Θ(4qH1 +qS )τG1 ,
where τG1 is the time to compute a point exponentiation in G1 and n is the size
of the aggregating set.
Due to page limitation, the proof will be presented in the full version of this
paper.

4
4.1

The APPA Protocol
Intuition behind Our Protocol

Our APPA protocol is built on the above OTIBAS scheme. The OTIBAS notion
incorporates the desirable features of identity-based cryptography [20], aggregate
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signature [8] and one-time signature. In an OTIBAS scheme, any identity string
can be the public key of a signer and the signer can only generate a signature
after obtaining the private key corresponding to the identity of the signer. This
guarantees the security of the VANETs deployment and eliminates the need for
an extra certiﬁcate for each identity. Since OTIBAS allows a signer to compute
only one signature under one identity, the signer’s temporary identity changes
for each signature and anonymity is naturally achieved for vehicles/signers. However, since TA knows the secret used by the signer, TA can trace a misbehaving
vehicle with the signatures generated by the vehicle. Furthermore, OTIBAS can
aggregate n signatures on n (distinct or not) messages from n signers into a
single signature. This greatly reduces the time to verify n signatures in order
and speeds up the reaction of the verifying vehicles to received messages. Hence,
the APPA protocol meets our design goals very well.
Our protocol also requires each vehicle to be equipped with a practical tamperproof device. This is used to allow each vehicle to locally generate its temporary
identities (as pseudonyms), without frequently contacting TA, and also to relieve
from the reliance on RSUs. However, unlike the protocol in [25] storing the
system master secret key in the idealized tamper-proof device (assumed secure
against any attempt of compromise in any circumstance), we just require the
tamper-proof device to store a secret identity of the vehicle and some auxiliary
secret information, to enable the vehicle to generate its one-time identity (as a
pseudonym) and the private key corresponding to this one-time identity. The
secret identity is computed by TA from the real identity of the vehicle and TA’s
secret. That is, the secret identity in the tamper-proof device of each vehicle
is diﬀerent. If a vehicle does not renew its secret identity, it may leave the
opportunity to an attacker to recover this secret. In our protocol, each vehicle
can update its secret identity information in its tamper-proof device to counter
possible side-channel attacks. This is very diﬀerent from the protocol in [25] in
which the secret in the tamper-proof device cannot be updated.
4.2

The Concrete Protocol

The APPA protocol consists of the following ﬁve stages.
[System Setup]
At this stage, TA initializes the system-wide parameters as follows:
1. Generate q, G1 , G2 , GT , g1 , g2 , ψ, ê, where q − 1 has a large prime factor (say
q − 1 = 2q  for a prime q  ).
2. Pick κ ∈ Zq∗ as its master secret key, and compute y = g κ as its master
public key.
∗
3. Select cryptographic hash functions H0 (·) : {0, 1} → G1 , H1 (·) : {0, 1}∗ →
key
key
∗
∗
l
Zq and H2 (·) : {0, 1} → {0, 1} , where H2 (·) is a keyed hash.
4. Choose Λ as a hash key of H2key (·).
5. Pre-load the system parameters Ψ = (ê, q, G1 , G2 , GT , g1 , g2 , y, H0 (·), H1 (·),
H2key (·)) in each vehicle and RSU.
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The TA also maintains a member list ML which is kept secret. We will deﬁne
this list later.
[Vehicle Join]
Each vehicle is equipped with a tamper-proof device. Before a vehicle Vi joins a
VANET, its tamper-proof device should be initialized. The tamper-proof device
of Vi is preloaded with the system parameters Ψ and two secret values (αi , βi ),
where αi and βi satisfy κ = αi βi . Furthermore, an internal pseudo-identity
(IPID) and a hash key λi are also preloaded to the tamper-proof device. In the
following, we show how to set IPID and λi .
Assume that each vehicle is associated with a real identity, e.g., the driving
license number. The real identity is used by TA to generate IPIDs for the vehicle.
Suppose the real identity of a vehicle Vi is IDVi . To generate an IPID for Vi ,
TA concatenates the real identity and a validity period V Pi , e.g., “01.01.201101.02.2011”, which is associated with and used to compute the IPID IP IDVi =
H2Λ (IDVi ||V Pi ). TA chooses a hash key λi , and stores IP IDVi , λi in the tamperproof device. (IDVi , V Pi , λi ) is added to the member list ML.
We notice that, if a vehicle does not update its IPID, its privacy is exposed
to potential side-channel attacks. Hence, we suggest each IPID to have a limited
life time, and we require the vehicle to periodically renew (IP IDVi , λi ) before
the current IPID expires.
[Vehicle Sign]
At this stage, with the help of the embedded tamper-proof device, a vehicle Vi
computes a signature on a message. This stage has four steps: Generate public
pseudo-identity, Extract one-time signing key, Sign message and Randomize
secret values. The description of each step is as follows:
Generate public pseudo-identity: At this step, Vi uses its internal pseudo-identity
IP IDVi to generate its public pseudo-identity (PPID). It generates a PPID
P P IDi,j by computing P P IDi,j = H2λi (IP IDVi , τ ), where τ is a timestamp.
Extract one-time signing key: At this step, Vi generates the private signing key
corresponding to the PPID P P IDi,j . Assuming that the current secret values
of Vi are αi,j and βi,j , Vi generates the private key associated with the PPID
P P IDi,j as follows:
1. Compute pidi,j,0 = H0 (P P IDi,j , 0), pidi,j,1 = H0 (P P IDi,j , 1).
αi,j
βi,j
αi,j
βi,j
2. Compute si,j,0 = pidi,j,0
pidi,j,0
, si,j,1 = pidi,j,1
pidi,j,1
.
3. Set si,j = (si,j,0 , si,j,1 ) as the one-time signing key of the vehicle.
i
,
Sign message: At this step, Vi computes and outputs the signature σi,j = si,j,0 shi,j,1
where hi = H1 (mi , P P IDi,j ).

Randomize secret values: To counteract potential side channel attacks, the vehicle’s secret values in the tamper-proof device should be updated. The multiplicative secret sharing technique introduced by Kiltz and Pietrzak [6] is employed
to achieve the goal. Assuming that the current secret values of the tamper-proof
device are αi,j , βi,j , the device generates the new secret values as follows:
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1. Choose a random r ∈ Z∗q .
2. Compute αi,j+1 = rαi,j and βi,j+1 = r−1 βi,j .
3. Set (αi,j+1 , βi,j+1 ) as the new secret values.
[Message Veriﬁcation and Signature Storage]
Suppose that a vehicle or an RSU receive n message-signature pairs {(m1 ,
σ1 ), · · · , (mn , σn )} from n vehicles with public pseudo identities {P P ID1,j1 ,
..., P P IDn,jn }, respectively. The veriﬁer computes the aggregate signature Ω =

n
i=1 σi . To verify the aggregate signature Ω, the veriﬁer performs the following
steps:
1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute hi = H1 (mi , P P IDi,ji ), pidi,ji ,0 = H0 (P P IDi,ji , 0),
pidi,ji ,1 = H0 (P P IDi,ji , 1).

2. Output 1 if ê(Ω, g2 ) = ê( ni=1 pidi,ji ,0 pidhi,ji i ,1 , y). Else output 0.
After verifying the aggregate signature, a vehicle or an RSU may store
(m1 ||...||mn ; P P ID1,j1 ||...||P P IDn,jn ; Ω)
in its local database. One may notice that the last ﬁeld is of constant size, (the
length of one group element, which is argued to be 21 bytes in Section 5.2).
[Trace]
If a message has passed the veriﬁcation procedure but is found false, TA should
be able to trace the real identity of the message originator. Assume the false
message is m and the corresponding public pseudo-identity is P P IDV?,? . To
recover the real identity corresponding to P P IDV?,? , TA extracts the timestamp τ from m. According to τ , TA may know the valid period of the internal
pseudo-identity of the message sender. To ﬁnd who is the real sender, TA tests
?
H2λi (H2Λ (IDVi ||V Pi ), τ ) = P P IDV?,? , where (IDVi , V Pi , λi ) is on the member
list ML. If the equation holds, TA outputs IDVi .

5
5.1

Evaluation
Security and Privacy

It is easy to see that our protocol satisﬁes the global security requirement of
Section 2.2, by noting that: i) the employed IDAOTS scheme is shown to be
secure; ii) the real identity of a vehicle can be traced as in the Trace stage. Below
we analyze whether our protocol satisﬁes the individual privacy requirement.
In our protocol, the only information that can be used by an eavesdropper to
trace a vehicle is the public pseudo-identities. However, it is hard for anyone
(except TA and the vehicle itself) to know the vehicle’s internal pseudo-identity
IPID: computing IPID implies ﬁnding the inverse of PPID (i.e., the keyed hash
output), which is impossible since the keyed hash is one-way. Furthermore, since
the keyed hash outputs are computationally indistinguishable, that is, it is hard
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for an attacker to determine whether two diﬀerent public pseudo-identities (i.e.,
two outputs of the keyed hash) are computed from the inputs of the same internal
pseudo-identity, diﬀerent time stamps and a secret key or the inputs of diﬀerent
internal pseudo-identities, diﬀerent time stamps and a secret key. This implies
that our protocol is unlinkable in the sense that an attacker cannot know whether
two pseudonyms are linked with the same vehicle or not. Therefore, the privacy
goal is achieved.
It is also worth noticing that our protocol is resistant to side-channel attacks.
In our protocol, there are two kinds of secrets stored in the tamper-proof device.
The ﬁrst one is (IP IDVi , λi ) which is related to a vehicle Vi ’s privacy. If Vi does
not renew (IP IDVi , λi ), it may leave the opportunity to an attacker to recover
this secret, so that the attacker can trace Vi . However, one may notice that, in
practice, the attacker can only launch a side-channel attack occasionally. Therefore, in most cases, before the attacker collects enough side-channel information
to recover the current secret (IP IDVi , λi ), the vehicle has already updated it,
noting that APPA suggests a vehicle to renew (IP IDVi , λi ) periodically. Furthermore, in the worst case, even if the attacker recovers (IP IDVi , λi ), the attacker
can only track the vehicle for a short period of time, i.e., before (IP IDVi , λi )
is renewed. The second kind of secrets are the secret values (αi,j , βi,j ). In our
protocol, these secret values are used once and then a random value is chosen
to blind them (the multiplicative secret sharing technique). This technique is
introduced by Kiltz and Pietrzak [6], and, can be used to convert a scheme to
be leakage resilient one. With this technique, the attacker cannot collect enough
information about these secret values. Because the precondition of side-channel
attacks is that the same secret value be involved in a large number of cryptographic operations so that enough side-channel information about the secret
value can be collected to perform a statistical analysis.
5.2

Transmission and Storage Overhead

Table 1 compares the transmission and storage overhead incurred by the security
and privacy mechanisms with up-to-date protocols in the literature. For fairness,
we consider protocols which, as our APPA protocol, do not require pre-storing
a large number of anonymous certiﬁcates/pseudo identities.
According to [2], the length of a point in group G1 is 171 bits (about 21
bytes). In addition, the length of an identity is 20 bytes. For our protocol, it is
easy to see that the length of a signature and an IPID is about 21 + 20 bytes.
However, the signatures in our protocol can be aggregated into a single point
in G1 . Hence, the length of the aggregate signature will not increase with the
number of messages received and the total overhead is 21 + 20n bytes. This
length is about 1/2 of that in [25]. Furthermore, the transmission and storage
overhead of our protocol is much lower than that in [12] and [27].
5.3

Impact of Signature Veriﬁcation on Response Time

Table 2 compares the computational overhead of signature veriﬁcation with the
same protocols considered in Table 1. It is suﬃcient to only consider the most
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Table 1. Comparison of protocols in terms of Transmission and Storage Overhead
Send/Store a single message
192 bytes
21 + 41 bytes
368 bytes
21 + 20 bytes

Protocol 1 [12]‡
Protocol 2 [25]†
Protocol 3 [27]‡
Our Protocol†
†

Store n messages
192n bytes
21 + 41n bytes
368n bytes
21 + 20n bytes

: Identity-based signature based
‡
: Group signature based

Table 2. Comparison of protocols in terms of Computational Overhead

Protocol 1 [12]
Protocol 2 [25]
Protocol 3 [27]
Our Protocol

Verify a single signature
5τbp + 12τpe
3τbp + τpe + τmh
2τbp + 14τpe
2τbp + τpe + 2τmh

Verify n signatures
5nτbp + 12nτpe
3τbp + nτpe + nτmh
2τbp + 14n
τ
4.8 pe
2τbp + nτpe + 2nτmh

costly operations, i.e., pairing, point exponentiation and map-to-point hash (e.g.,
H0 (·)) operations.
The processing time for one bilinear pairing operation is about τbp = 1.87
ms, the time for one point exponentiation operation is about τpe = 0.49 ms
and the computational cost of one map-to-point hash is about 0.22 ms [9,10].
In Figure 2, one may notice that the signature veriﬁcation cost in our protocol
is much more eﬃcient than that in [12] and slightly more eﬃcient than that in
[27]. Further, when the number of signatures to be veriﬁed is small, our protocol
is more eﬃcient than that in [25]. When the number of signatures to be veriﬁed
grows, our protocol has comparable eﬃciency with that in [25]. However, the
signature length in our protocol is about 1/2 of that in [25]. Furthermore, unlike
the protocol in [25], our protocol is resistant to side-channel attacks.
5.4

Tracing Eﬃciency

As shown in Section 4, to ﬁnd the real identity of a message sender, TA tests
H2λi (H2Λ (IDVi ||V Pi ), τ ) = P P IDV?,? ,
?

where (IDVi , V Pi , λi ) is on the list ML. If the equation holds, TA outputs IDVi .
The cost of recovering the real identity of a sender may seem very high, because
there may be millions of tuples in ML. However, we notice that TA does not
need to test all the tuples on ML. Instead, TA only needs to test the tuples that
contain VPs that match τ . Therefore, for a VANET with 1 million vehicles, TA
only needs to test 0.5 million times in average. We use the popular keyed SHA1 to estimate the tracing eﬃciency of our protocol. It only takes 0.001 ms on
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Fig. 2. Veriﬁcation cost

average for TA to perform a SHA-1 hash operation [19]. Therefore, for a VANET
with 1 million vehicles, our protocol only needs about one second to ﬁnd the real
identity of the message originator.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the APPA protocol to secure VANETs. The protocol allows aggregate privacy-preserving authenticated vehicular communications.
The protocol guarantees trustworthiness of vehicle-generated messages and privacy of vehicles. With APPA, vehicles can react to received messages within a
very short delay. The digital signatures for the authentication purpose are securely and substantially compressed. The APPA protocol does not heavily rely
on roadside units, which implies that the protocol can work even if the VANET
infrastructure is incomplete. These features seem desirable and allow our protocol to be deployed in various secure VANET scenarios.
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